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ABSTRACT

Architecture has been characterized to be a form of art by different scholars in the design field. Questions as to ‘whether architecture is always, sometimes of never an art form?’, and ‘if architecture is an art form, what makes it distinct from other art forms?’ have arisen. These questions are answered in this paper through metaphysical discussion underpinned by analytic philosophy of architecture. The argument put forward in this study provides a platform from which students of architecture and practicing architects can grasp the knowledge of the fundamental need for architecture to perform as an art and be much more than a mere aesthetic message. Thus, the study reveals architecture to be an art form which is distinct from other art forms because it goes beyond art to reveal itself as design which provides a particular functional requirement that shows responsibility for its existence.
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A method proposal for interior design analysis via Villa Savoye.
ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to examine the subject of modernism and the international style and to analyse a building of that period. The study provides a method for interior design analysis. In order to make interior analysis, a system consisting of basic design principles and architectural design criteria has been created. According to this method, space is evaluated in two parts as physical environment that includes architectural and interiors parts and aesthetic environment that includes elements of design and principles of design. In the study, interior design analysis of Villa Savoye designed by Le Corbusier is performed. Villa Savoye, which constitutes the basis of the design principles of the modern period and is one of the important examples in interior design, is analysed according to this method. As a result of this examination, Villa Savoye has been found to have the characteristics of the term appropriately but also has some application problems. With this study, it is aimed to contribute literature about interior design analysis method and adapt this method to a building.
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ABSTRACT
The issue of energy in our country has not received considerable attention for years, however, in recent years, designers and planners sought to focus on the subject of the optimization of energy consumption in one of the major centers of energy consumption, that is building, due to the high cost of energy consumption and the concern about the depletion of these energy resources and the pollution arising from consuming these fuels. Meanwhile, tall buildings consume a large portion of non-renewable energy resources. Due to the construction of high-rise buildings, growing urban population, and limited proper land, designers should seek to reduce its negative environmental effects instead of rejecting it. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to sustainable architectural strategies in the process of designing and the exploitation stage of these buildings because of the accumulation of users at a limited level the significant use of energy resources in tall buildings. This paper attempts to analyze the effective elements in sustainable architecture in the design of high-rise buildings in Tabriz to reduce energy consumption.

This study is of quantitative nature and data was collected using archive or library study. The findings of this research highlight that observing the effective components of sustainable architecture in the design of towering buildings contributes to saving energy consumption for space heating by 66%, and saving energy consumption for space cooling by 37.5%.
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